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Nero MediaHome 4 Essentials
٠

ׂ˂ם֪֫ش

ʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳ堚ᑥؒ

x4

2
色差纜線 x 1
AV纜線 x 1

3D眼鏡

底座安裝螺絲
（僅32LW5500適用）

組裝和準備

LG LED LCD

LCD

Magic motion
Remote Control Dongle

AA

寬帶/DLNA無線網絡
適配器（AN-WF100)

VESA

AxB

32LW5500

42/47/55LW5500

200 x 100
M4
4

400 x 400
M6
4
LSW400B(G)

LSW100B(G)

注：無線多媒體盒與無線接收器需要配套使用。

WIRELESS
CONTROL

AN-WL100E

HDMI OUT

無線接收器

組裝和準備

·
·
·
·

1

2

3

INPUT
HOME

HDD IN
USB IN 1

USB Apps
USB IN2

OK

IN 4

DVI

1
WIRELESS

IN 3

DVI

CONTROL

AV IN 1

IN 1(ARC)

DVI

L/MONO AUDIO R

IN 2

DVI

VIDEO

RS-232C IN (CONTROL&SERVICE)

AV IN 2

LAN

AUDIO IN
RGB IN (PC) (RGB/DVI)

OPTICAL DIGITAL
AUDIO OUT

ANTENNA
IN

CABLE
IN

AUDIO / VIDEO

COMPONENT IN 2
AUDIO / Y PB PR

H/P

機背接線板

6

組裝和準備

裝配電視機

·
·
1
1

註意

·

放置一塊發泡膠墊或者柔軟保護布於表面，
以免螢幕損壞。確保沒有物體壓在螢幕上。

2

M4 x 12

3

2

·
如下圖所示安裝電視。

4

M4 x 12

註意

·

扭緊螺絲以免電視機向前傾斜，但不能過度扭
緊。

組裝和準備 7

·
··
將電視機固定在桌子上

·
·
·
·
·

 顯示的圖像可能與您的電視有所不同。
32LW5500
將電視機固定在桌子上，以免向前傾斜、損壞和
潛在傷害。
將電視機安裝在桌子上，並在底座背部插入和扭緊
隨附的螺絲。
LG

警告

·

1

·

為了防止電視機翻倒，應根據安裝指南，
將電視機牢固地連接至地板壁。傾翻、搖晃
或搖擺電視機會引起傷害。

組裝和準備

Kensington

·
·
·

פء౨ࠀॺࢬڶীᇆ݁شࠌױΖ
ՀቹࢬقႛقრቹΔױ౨ፖኔढլฤΖ
൞ᚨᅝؑڇՂ၇ؘऱຝٙڜঁא٤ࡳࡐچሽ
ီᖲࠀڜᇘࠩᛥᕻՂΖ
ലሽီᖲऱۯᆜᔾ२ᛥᕻڜᇘΔቃਊᚘழױ౨ၓ
ᆵΖ
Հቹࢬقᎅࣔਢԫጟڜ٤چലሽီᖲࡐࡳࠩᛥՂऱ
ֱऄΔࢮַאױ೯ழٻছၓᆵΖຍጟֱऄ౨ജ
ַሽီᖲٻছൾᆵۖᖄીԳߪ႞୭Δᝫ౨ַሽီ
ᖲ࠹ჾΖ֊֎ᨃࠝ࿙ᡙझࢨᣬڇሽီᖲՀΖ

ሽီᖲڶאױ౨ജຑ൷ڇሽီᖲऱહ૿ࣨՂऱ
Kensington(
接Kensington(
Kensington(
方法請參考Kensington(
使用說明書。
如需更多資訊，請登錄Kensington(
的主頁http://www.Kensington.com查詢。
Kensington(
於貴重的電器設備，如筆記本電腦和液晶投影儀。

··
·
1ΕڕቹࢬقΔشᛩଈᝅࢨሽီᖲ֭ਮ˂ᝅലሽီᖲ
ʳʳʳʳʳʳࡐࡳࠩᛥᕻՂΖ
ʳʳʳʳʳΰ܃࣠ڕऱሽီᖲऱᛩଈᝅխڶᝅΔঞᚨല،
ʳʳʳʳʳʳଚᠾၲΖα
ʳʳʳʳʳʳʽʳʳലᛩଈᝅࢨሽီᖲ֭ਮ˂ᝅ༺ԵՂֱऱᝅ֞խ
ʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳࠀ߂ࡐᚳጹΖ
2ΕشᝅലᛥᛥਮࡐࡳࠩᛥՂΖᓳᆏᛥᕻՂऱਮ
ʳʳʳʳʳʳऱ৫ΔࠌհٽᔞΖ

3Εشԫኔऱᢃத۰ሽီᖲீঁאᄷΖشᢃத
ʳʳʳʳʳʳฮࠌ࣐୲ޓሽီᖲፖᛥᕻհၴؓ۩Ζ

䀏ᛣ

·
·
·

ᅝฝ೯ሽီᖲழᚨ٣ࢸנሽᄭᒵΖ
ࠌشऱؓፕࢨᒣᚨߩജ߂ࡐΕߩജՕΔ֭א
ᐶሽီᖲऱ֡՚ࡉૹၦΖ
ڜ٤ࠌشሽီᖲΔᚨᒔঅᛥՂऱਮ৫ፖ
ሽီᖲਮ৫ઌٵΖ

·

Kensington(
如果電視機摸起來有點涼，那麼開機的時候
影像會有小的閃動。
這是正常現象，電視機沒有故障。
螢幕上有時候會看見微小的紅色、綠色、藍
色的小點，但是它們並不會影響電視機的使
用性能。
避免觸摸或用手指長時間按在液晶顯示螢幕
上面。這樣會導致螢幕瞬時變形。

遙控器
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遙控器
ؚၲ൳ᕴ৵૿ऱሽۃฏ።Δਊᅃإᒔऱᄕࢤֱ༺ٻԵሽۃΰ+ኙ+ΔˀኙˀαΖ
ڜᇘ2ᆏ1.5VAAAሽۃΖ
ٽՂ৵።

䀏ᛣ
ᓮ֎ല៱ሽࡉۃᄅሽۃشΔܡঞױᖄી൳ᕴჾᡏΖ
ᒔঅല൳ᕴਐٻሽီᖲՂऱ൳ტᚨᕴΖ
ΰ䳏⑤α

ENERGY

AV MODE

INPUT
TV/
RAD

SAVING

1

2 ABC 3 DEF

4 GHI 5 JKL 6 MNO
0

Q.VIEW

MARK

FAV
CHAR/NUM

3D

P

DELETE

MUTE
SMART TV

3D OPTION

Premium Home

Q.MENU

OK

BACK GUIDE EXIT

REC
LIVETV

INFO

RATIO

ENERGY SAVINGΰ㆔㛑α

ᓳᖞᘛኟॽ৫܅૾א౨ᄭΖ

AV MODEΰAVᓣα

ᙇᖗAVᑓڤΖ

INPUT ΰ䔌ܹα

ॾᇆᙇᖗΔڶא৳ऱႉݧ༛ᛩ֊ངΖ

TV/RADΰ䳏㽪/ᒷ᪁α

֊ང Radio,TVࡉDTV᙮ሐΖ

Alphanumeric buttons

ᙁԵࡉئڗᑇڗΖ

ΰᄫ↡ᭌᄫᣝ䥉˅

7PQRS 8 TUV 9 WXYZ
LIST

ലሽီᖲၲඔࢨৱᖲणኪΖ

LISTΰ⏙ஂα

ၞԵࢬᚏژऱᆏؾ堚Ζ

Q.VIEWΰᖿ䗳ᬊⳟα

१ڃՂԫଡࢬگऱᆏؾΖ

MARKΰ῭㿬α

ᛀࡉᒔࡳ˨˦˕ᙇխऱᆏؾΖ

FAVΰᬊ㮣α

ၞԵ൞ࢬფऱᆏؾ堚Ζ

CHAR/NUMΰᄫܗ/ᭌᄫα

ࡉئڗڇᑇڗᙁԵᑓڤհၴ֊ངΖ

ᓳᆏଃၦΖ

P
A
G
E

3D

گ3Dီ᙮ழࠌش

DELETEΰ߾䰸α

ܔೈࡉئڗᑇڗΖ

MUTEΰ䴰䷇α

ᙩଃΖ

P

ᙇᖗਬଡᆏؾ᙮ሐΖ

PAGEΰ㗏䷕α

ൕᖞऱ٤ຝᘛኟᇷಛ᠏ࠩՀԫᇷಛΖ

PREMIUMΰᬊ䊏α

ၞԵگ၄ᙇΖ

HOMEΰЏ䙌ஂα
Q.MENUΰᖿ᥋䙌ஂ

ၞԵݶ൸ᙇΖ

3D OPTION ΰ ૻ3D ᑓڤα

گ࣍ش3Dီ᙮Ζ

ၞԵᙇΖ

౨ജᨃ൞ោᥦᘛኟᙇ֗אਊᅃ൞ऱړᓳᆏߓอᆜΖ

Navigation buttons
ΰᇢ㟾䥉αΰՂ/Հ/ؐ/׳α
OKΰ⺎ᅮα

ᙇᖗᙇࢨᙇႈΔࠀᒔᎁ൞ऱᙁԵΖ

BACK ΰ䖨ಲα

१ڃՂԫ్Ζ

GUIDE ΰ㆔Ⳃᣛफ

᧩قᆏؾਐতΖ

EXIT ΰ䗔ߎα

堚ೈ٤ຝᘛኟ᧩قΔࠀ१گڃሽီΖ

Coloured buttonsΰ᳝㡆ᣝ䥉α

ຍࠄਊ࣍شቹ֮ሽီΰڇቹ֮ሽီᑓڤαΕᆏؾᒳᙀΖ

SUBTITLEΰᄫᐩα

ᑇᒘᑓڤழᙇᖗუऱڗኟΖ

INFOΰ䊛㿞 )

ؾছᆏࡉؾᘛኟᇷಛΖ

Control buttons
ΰࠊᣝ䥉α ΰ

α

൳ࠫழၴᖲᕴࢨݺऱ᧯ᙇࢨृSIMPLINKଫ୲ໂ
ΰUSBΔSIMPLINKࢨழၴᖲᕴα.

LIVE TVΰ䳏㽪Ⳉ᪁α

१ڃሽီऴᐾΖ

RECΰ䣘ᕅα

࣍شᓳᖞழၴڃᄩᑓڤΖ

RATIOΰ↨՟α

ᙇᖗ܃უऱቹቝ૿ֺࠏΖ
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遙控器

幻動遥控器功能

2

1.5V AA

幻動遙控器需要另外購買，並且需要與幻動遙控器接
收器（需另外購買）配套適用。

HOME

/ /
/

MUTE

OK

MUTE

HOME

OK

遙控器

·

10

·
·
·
·
·

OK

OK

5

MUTE

1

OK

2
OK

10

2.4 GHz

11

收看電視

12

·
·
·
·
·

75

RF

·
·
·
·

5

2

4

OK

1
2
3

1
2

·
3
City

INPUT

娛樂

13

ῖ

·
·
·

䗷䳏㽪㟇㎆㌵
䗷᳝㎮㎆㌵
ᆖՀቹխࢬقऱLAN൷Ցຑ൷ሽီࡉጻ
ΰLANαΔࠀ৬مጻࡳΖ
ڶ࣠ڕᒵጻࡉྤᒵጻຟشࠌאױΔ່ڶشࠌړ
ᒵጻΖ
ၞ۩ढຑ൷հ৵Δ֟ၦ୮அጻᏁᓳᖞሽီጻ
ࡳΖ
ᛧ࠷ᇡาᇷறΔᓮᜤ൞ऱյᜤጻࠎᚨࢨᔹ
ሁطᕴ֫םΖ

ᓮ֎ຑ൷ᑓิڤሽᇩᒵ۟LAN൷ՑΖ
ڂڍڶጟຑ൷ֱऄΔᓮᙅᅃ൞ऱሽಛᛜሎࢨյ
ᜤጻࣚ೭ࠎᚨհΖ
ຑ൷۟LAN൷Ցհ৵Δࠌבش၄ࢨृሽီᚨش
࿓ڤᙇΖڕᛧ࠷ᣂ࣍ב၄ࢨृሽီᚨش࿓
ڤࡳࡉਚᎽඈೈऱڍޓᇷಛΔᓮោᥦhttp://
lgknowledgebase.com

℆ᓎゟ㎆㌵䀁ᅮ

H/P

1

ਊϘHOME ϙၞԵᙇΖᙇᖗϘᆜϙၞԵഗ
פء౨ᆜפ౨လΖ

2

ਊՀϘՂ˂Հϙዞ೯۟Ϙ ㎆㌵āΔྥ৵ਊOK。

3

ਊՀϘՂ˂Հϙዞ೯۟Ϙ ㎆㌵䀁ᅮāΔྥ৵ਊOK。

4

ૉ൞բᆖࡳԱϘጻᆜϙΔᓮᙇᖗϘૹᄅ
ᆜϙΖᄅຑ൷ᆜૹאױᄅᆜڶጻᆜΖ

5

ᙇᖗϘIP㞾ࢩ䀁ᅮϙࢨ
ϘIP ࢩ䀁ᅮāΖ
- ࣠ڕᙇᖗIPࢩ䀁ᅮΔਊϘՂ˂Հ˂ؐ˂׳ϙࡉᑇڗΖ
IPܿ چᏁ֫೯ᙁԵΖ
- IP㞾ࢩ䀁ᅮΚڶڇᒵຑ൷DHCPࣚۻᕴ۟
ጻΰLANαՂழᙇᖗڼႈΔല۞೯ءሽီ։
ԫଡIPܿۯΖ࣠ڕ൞ࠌشԱࠠڶDHCPΰ೯ኪ
ᖲࡳ࠰ࡳαࣚۻᕴפ౨ऱᐈ᙮ሁطᕴࢨᐈ᙮
ᑇᖕᖲழΔIPܿۯല۞೯אᒔࡳΖ
- IPࢩ䀁ᅮΚڇጻՂڶDHCPࣚۻᕴழᙇ
ᖗڼႈΔڼழ൞ؘႊ֫೯ࡳIPܿۯΖ

6

ګݙհ৵ΔਊEXIT。若需返回至前一菜單，按
“BACK”
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ᓎゟ䗷
ຑ൷լٵऱ؆ᆜໂ۟ሽီᖲΔࠀ֊ངᙁԵᑓאڤᙇᖗԫଡ؆ᆜໂΖᛧ࠷؆ᆜໂຑ൷ऱڍޓᇷಛΔאױ
ᔹޢໂᙟॵऱ֫םΖ
شױ؆ᆜໂਢΚ؆ᆜ࿏൷گᕴΕDVDᐾ࣋ᕴΕᙕᐙᖲΕଃ᙮ߓอΕUSBᚏژᇘᆜΕଡԳሽᆰΕঁ㿽ڤ᥊ቝᖲࢨ
᥊ቝᖲΕሏᚭໂΕࡉࠡה؆ᆜໂΖ

䀏

·
··
··
·
··
··
··
··
··
·
·
··
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

ૉ൞ڇԫຝ DVDᙕᐙᖲࢨᙕᐙᖲՂᙕՀሽီᆏؾΔᒔᎁലሽီಛᇆᙁԵᨱᒵᆖԫຝDVDᙕᐙᖲࢨᙕᐙᖲຑ
൷۟ሽီᖲՂΖᛧ࠷ڍޓᙕᐙᇷಛΔᔹࢬຑ൷ໂᙟॵऱ֫םΖ
؆ᆜໂຑ൷ڂীᇆլࢬڶۖٵ։ܑΖ
լەᐞሽီ൷ՑႉݧΔല؆ᆜໂຑ൷۟ሽီᖲՂΖ
ࠌ شHDMIᨱᒵΔሽီᖲٵאױழ൷ီگ᙮ࡉଃ᙮ಛᇆΖ
࣠ڕDVDլ֭གAuto HDMIΔ൞ᚨᇠإᒔࡳᙁנᇞቝ৫Ζ
ᛀ൞ऱHDMIᨱᒵਢܡຒHDMIᨱᒵΖ࣠ڕHDMIᨱᒵլਢຒHDMIᨱᒵΔױ౨ᄎנೂᡩࢨڶᘛኟ
᧩قΖᓮࠌشຒHDMIᨱᒵΖ
࣠ڕᨱᒵڜᇘᙑᎄΔ૿ױ౨א႕ृࢨػ؈టᠱق᧩ۥΖᛀאᒔᎁᨱᒵਊᅃઌᚨᠱۥຑ൷Ζ
࣠ڕ൞ڶԫଡᜢሐᙕᐙᖲΔຑ൷ᙕᐙᖲऱଃ᙮ᨱᒵ۟ሽီᖲऱଃ᙮L/ᜢሐ༺ஆΖ
৬ᤜࠌشໂ HDMIຑ൷ऱሽီᖲאᛧ່ࠋᔆΖ
࣠ڕ൞ࠌشԫଡ؆൷ଃ᙮ໂ࠷זփᆜཆᜢᕴΔലሽီᖲཆᜢᕴפ౨ࡳګᣂຨΖ
֊֎ऴီ٠ᖂᙁנ൷ՑΖߍထᖿ٠ޔᄎჾ႞൞ऱီԺΖ
ຑ൷ۘᖲழΔଃ᙮ᙇႈೖشΖ
ຑ൷ۘᖲൣउՀ᧢ޏAVᑓڤΔঞီ᙮࿇֏᧢سΔۖլਢଃ᙮Ζ
ຑ൷ۘᖲழΔ٠ᖂᑇᒘଃ᙮ᙁנլشױΖ
ۘᖲॴݼΚ16Ө
ۘᖲ່Օଃ᙮ᙁנΚ10 mW~15 mW
ۘᖲ༺ஆ֡՚Κ0.32 cm
ଡԳሽᆰᑓڤխױ౨ڇᇞቝ৫ΕিऴቹூΕኙֺ৫ࢨॽ৫ֱ૿ڶᓢડΖലଡԳሽᆰᑓהࠡګ᧢ޏڤᇞቝ৫
ࢨृലൿ༴᙮הࠡګ᧢ޏൿ༴᙮ΕࢨृᓳᖞᙇՂऱॽ৫ࡉኙֺ৫ऴ۟૿堚ཐΖ࣠ڕଡԳሽᆰ᧩ق
ൿ༴᙮ྤऄ᧢ޏΔޓངଡԳሽᆰ᧩ृࢨقᘬᇬଡԳሽᆰ᧩ق፹ທΖ
ֽؓ᙮ࡉিऴ᙮ऱޡٵᙁԵंݮຟਢᗑم
ݺଚ৬ᤜଡԳሽᆰᑓشࠌڤ1920x1080Δ 60HzΔڂᚨ౨༼ࠎ່ࠋᔆΖ
ൕଡԳሽᆰီᕴᙁנ൷Ցຑ൷ಛᇆᨱᒵ۟ሽီᖲऱRGBΰଡԳሽᆰα൷ՑࢨृൕଡԳሽᆰऱHDMIᙁנ
൷Ցຑ൷ಛᇆᨱᒵ۟ሽီᖲՂऱHDMI INΰࢨृHDMI/ DVI INα൷ՑΖ
ൕଡԳሽᆰຑ൷ଃ᙮ᨱᒵ۟ሽီᖲଃ᙮ᙁԵΖΰଃ᙮ᨱᒵڇܶץآሽီᖲխαΖ
شࠌ࣠ڕᜢΔᖕᏁᓳᆏଡԳሽᆰᜢଃΖ
࣠ڕଡԳሽᆰխऱ᧩قլٵழᙁנᑓᚵࡉᑇᒘRGBΔຑ൷RGBࢨHDMI INΰࢨHDMI/DVI INαխऱԫ
ଡΔൕۖڇሽီᖲՂ᧩قଡԳሽᆰᙁנΖ
࣠ڕଡԳሽᆰՂऱ᧩ٵقழᙁנᑓᚵࡉᑇᒘRGBΔലሽီᖲࡳګRGBࢨHDMIΙΰԫଡᑓطڤሽီ
ᖲ۞೯ࡳشܛ༺ܛګΖα
࣠ڕ൞ࠌشԫଡHDMIࢨDVIᨱᒵΔᖕ᧩قൣउΔDOSᑓױڤ౨ྤऄࠌشΖ
࣠ڕ൞ࠌشऱRGB-PCᨱᒵመ९ΔᘛኟՂױ౨ᄎڶեឫΖݺଚ৬ᤜࠌ࣍֟ش5ۏऱᨱᒵΖڼᜰ່ࠎ༼אױ
ࠋᔆΖ

建立連接

外部設備的安裝

AV IN 1
VIDEO

咗

L/MONO AUDIO R

ⱑ
㋙

L-AUDIO-R

᳝㎮ッষ

HDD IN
USB IN 1

VIDEO

㎮

㽪丏䘞᠆″

DVI

1

IN 4

ڣ″

㋙

USB Apps
USB IN2

ⱑ

咗

DVI
DVI
DVI

L/MONO AUDIO R

IN 2

VIDEO

RS-232C IN (CONTROL&SERVICE)

IN 1(ARC)

AV IN 1

IN 3

WIRELESS
CONTROL

AV IN 2

LAN

RGB IN (PC) AUDIO IN

(RGB/DVI)

OPTICAL DIGITAL
AUDIO OUT

ANTENNA
IN

CABLE
IN

AUDIO / VIDEO

COMPONENT IN 2

H/P

AUDIO / Y PB PR

1

㍴

AV IN 2

CABLE
IN

AV IN 2

AUDIO / VIDEO

COMPONENT IN 2

CABLE
IN

H/P

AUDIO / Y PB PR

㮡

AUDIO / VIDEO

COMPONENT IN 2

H/P

AUDIO / Y PB PR

㋙
2

㋙

1

ⱑ
咗

㋙

ⱑ

㋙

㮡

㍴

㋙

ⱑ

㋙

㮡

㍴
L/

咗

ⱑ

㋙

咗

ⱑ

㋙

㋙

㍴

㮡

㋙

ⱑ

Y

PB

PR

L-AUDIO-R

ڣ″

VIDEO

㋙

ⱑ

㋙

㮡

L-AUDIO-R

L/

㍴

㽪丏䘞᠆″

R-AUDIO-L

PR

PB

Y
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⭥䲷ᥦ㾷
ϔ㠀
ଣ丠
լ౨ش൳ᕴ൳ࠫሽီᖲΖ

㾷≎ᮍ⊩
ᛀขՂऱ൳ᕴტᚨᕴΔྥ৵٦ᇢΖ
ᛀขࡉ൳ᕴհၴਢڶܡᎽᡶढΖ
ᛀሽۃਢܡսྥՠإࠀ܂ᒔڜᇘΰ ኙ Δ ኙ αΖ
ᛀਢܡᙁԵᑓٽڤᔞΔࠏڕሽီᖲࢨᙕᐙᖲࡳشࠌګ൳ᕴΖ

ڶቹቝ᧩ڶࡉقᜢଃΖ

ᛀขਢܡၲᖲΖ
ᛀሽᄭᒵਢܡຑ൷۟ᛥߪ༺ஆΖ
ຑ൷۟ࠡהขΔאᛀᛥߪ༺ஆਢڇژܡംᠲΖ

ሽီᖲၲඔழቹቝנለ
ኬΖ

ขඔ೯መ࿓խቹቝᙩଃΖຍਢإൄൣउΖ࣠ڕ༓։ᤪհփቹቝս
נآΔࢸՀሽီᖲ༺ᙰ 30 ઞᤪΔྥ৵٦ᇢΖ࣠ڕቹቝսྥנڶ
Δᜤ൞ࢬڇऱᦞࣚ೭խ֨Ζ

լ౨ຑ൷؆ᆜໂΖ

ߠψᓎゟ䗷ωΔࠀຑ൷ԫଡ؆ᆜໂΖ

ሽီᖲડྥᣂᖲΖ

ᛀሽᄭ൳ࠫࡳΖࠎሽױ౨խឰΖ
ᛀழၴࡳխਢܡඔ೯۞೯ጕఠפ౨Ζߠψⴵᅮᰖ఼ω
ૉሽီᖲၲඔழڶಛᇆΔঞڇլ೯܂15։ᤪհ৵ሽီᖲ۞೯ᣂᖲΖ

䷇丏
ଣ丠
ቹቝ᧩قழڶᜢଃ

ԫଡཆᜢᕴขسᠧଃࢨृ
ڶᜢଃ

㾷≎ᮍ⊩
ਊ
+ ࢨ – ਊΖ
ᛀਢڂܡਊՀ䴰䷇ۖᖄીڶᜢଃΖ
᠏ང۟ࠡה᙮ሐΔױڶ౨ਢሽီᐖᐾംᠲΖ
ᛀଃ᙮ᨱᒵਢإܡᒔຑ൷Ζ
ᅝขၲᖲࢨᣂᖲழΔ
ᛩቼᛘ৫ࢨᄵ৫᧢֏ױ౨ᄎขسฆൄᠧଃΖ
൞ऱขڶംᠲΖ

㽪丏
ଣ丠
ቹቝ᧩ق႕ृࢨۥػᠱۥ
ᔆၦለ

㾷≎ᮍ⊩
ᓳᖞ૿ᙇՂऱᠱۥࡳΖ
ขࡉࠡהሽขհၴঅߩך၏ᠦΖ
᠏ང۟ࠡה᙮ሐΔױڶ౨ਢሽီᐖᐾംᠲΖ

ֽؓࢨিऴයᒵנࢨृቹ
ቝᑓᒫ
ቹቝՂנයᒵࢨᖩය
ขᣂᖲழנྲྀွΰ֤
ᐙα

ቝైរױ౨բᆖڂ९ழၴᐾ࣋ࡐࡳቹቝۖ࿇سჾᡏΰቹቝჾαΖࠌ
شᘛኟঅᥨ࿓܍אڤᘛኟנቝైჾᡏΖ

ሽᄭ൷ຏ܀ਢᘛኟথৰᄆ

ᓳᖞ૿ᙇՂऱॽ৫ࡉኙֺ৫Ζ

ᘛኟՂנψྤಛᇆω

ᛀಛᇆᨱᒵਢإܡᒔຑ൷ڇሽီᖲࡉขհၴΖ
ਊՀINPUTΔᛀࢬᙇᖗऱᙁԵᄭΖ
ԫࠄદۥΕጸۥΕࢨۥػ႕ۥቝైױ౨נڇᘛኟՂΔຍូ࣍ڂLCD૿
ࣨࢤΖ
ຍਢإൄൣउΖ

ᘛኟՂנ႕រ

ᛀਢڕࠏڇژܡሽໂࢨሽ೯ՠࠠऱݝຝեឫΖ
ᛀ֚ᒵࢨृല֚ᒵਐإٻᒔֱٻΖ

᧩قೣฝၦᙑᎄ

ᓳᖞ૿ᙇՂऱᠱۥࡳΖ
ᛀ᧩قᇞቝ৫ࡉ᙮ਢܡขࢬ֭གΖ࣠ڕ᙮၌נᒤΔࠌش
؆ᆜໂՂऱ᧩قࡳࠐࡳංᇞቝ৫Ζ

ᘛኟહནՂנาᒵ

ᛀီ᙮ᨱᒵຑ൷Ζ

נֽؓᠧಛࢨԳढᑓᒫ

ᓳᖞ૿ᙇՂऱᠱۥࡳΖߠψᘛኟωΖ

ԫࠄ᙮ሐ൷گለ

᠏ང۟ࠡה᙮ሐΔױڶ౨ਢሽီᐖᐾംᠲΖ
ሽီಛᇆለஇΖല֚ᒵኙᄷإᒔֱٻΖ
ᛀਢڕࠏڇژܡሽໂࢨሽ೯ՠࠠऱݝຝեឫΖ
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LED LCD TV
32LW5500
42LW5500
47LW5500
55LW5500

P/NO : MFL63720149(1202-REV00)
Printed in China

SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS

SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS
Please read these safety precautions carefully before using the product.
y
In this manual, the illustration may be somewhat different from your product because it is
y
just example to help the instruction.

WARNING y If you ignore the warning message, you may be seriously injured or there is a
possibility of accident or death.

CAUTION y If you ignore the caution message, you may be slightly injured or the product may be damaged.

PRECAUTION IN INSTALLING THE PRODUCT
WARNING
Keep away from heat sources like electrical
heaters.
- Electrical shock, fire, malfunction or
deformation may occur.
Do not use the product in damp place such
as a bathroom or any place where it is likely
to get wet.
- This may cause a fire or could give an
electric shock.
If you can smell smoke or other odors or hear
a strange sound unplug the power cord and
contact the service center.
- If you continue to use without taking proper
measures, electrical shock or fire can occur.

CAUTION
Install the product on a flat and stable place
that has no risk of dropping the product.
- If the product is dropped, you may be injured
or the product may be broken.
Keep the product away from direct sunlight.
- The product can be damaged.

Do not place the product in a built-in
installation such as bookcase or rack.
- Ventilation required.

ELECTRICAL POWER RELATED
PRECAUTIONS
WARNING
Make sure to connect the power cable to the
grounded current.
- You may be electrocuted or injured.
Do not touch the power plug with wet hands.
Additionally, it the cord pin is wet or covered
with dust, dry the power plug completely or wipe
dust off.
- You may be electrocuted due to excess
moisture.
During a thunder or lightning storm, unplug the
power cable or signal cable.
- You may be electrocuted or a fire can break
out.

CAUTION
Protect the power cord from physical or
mechanical abuse, such as being twisted,
kinked, pinched, closed in a door, or walked
upon. Pay particular attention to plugs, wall
outlets, and the point where the cord exits
the appliance.

As long as this unit is connected to the AC wall outlet, it is
not disconnected from the AC power source even if you
turn off this unit by SWITCH.

PRECAUTIONS IN MOVING THE PRODUCT
WARNING
Make sure to turn off the product.
Make sure to remove all cables before
moving the product.
- You may be electrocuted or the product
can be damaged.

CAUTION
Do not shock the product when moving it.
- You may be electrocuted or the product
can be damaged.
Make the panel face forward and hold it
with both hands to move.
- If you drop the product, the damaged
product can cause electric shock or fire.
Contact with the service center for repair.

PRECAUTIONS IN USING THE PRODUCT
WARNING
Do not disassemble, repair or modify the
product at your own discretion.
- Fire or electric shock accident can occur.
- Contact the service center for check,
calibration or repair.
To reduce the risk of fire or electric shock,
do not expose this apparatus to rain or
moisture.
Apparatus shall not be exposed to
dripping or splashing and no objects
filled with liquids, such as vases, shall be
placed on the apparatus.
Refer all servicing to qualified service
personnel. Servicing is required when
the apparatus has been damaged in any
way, such as power supply cord or plug
is damaged, liquid has been spilled or
objects have fallen into the apparatus, the
apparatus has been exposed to rain or
moisture, does not operate normally, or
has been dropped.
IMPORTANT INFORMATION TO PREVENT “IMAGE BURN /
BURN-IN” ON YOUR TELEVISION SCREEN
- When a fixed image (e.g. logos, screen menus, video game,
computer display and teletext pages) is displayed on the
television for an extended period it can become permanently
imprinted on the screen. This phenomenon is known as “image
burn” or “burn-in”. Image burn is not covered under the
manufacturer’s warranty.
- In order to prevent image burn, avoid displaying a fixed
image on your television’s screen for a prolonged period (2 or
more hours for LCD, 1 or more hours for Plasma).
- Image burn can also occur on the letterboxed areas of
your television if you use the 4:3 aspect ratio setting for an
extended period.

ASSEMBLING AND PREPARING

ASSEMBLING AND PREPARING
Unpacking
Check your product box for the following items. If there are any missing accessories, contact the local
dealer where you purchased your product. The illustrations in this manual may differ from the actual product and item.
and item.

Remote control and batteries
(AAA)

Nero MediaHome 4 Essentials
CD

Owner’s manual & card

Polishing cloth

x8
M4 X 12
Screw for assembly

x4
Component gender cable x １
AV gender cable x １

3D Glasses

Screw for fixing
(Only 32LW5500)

ASSEMBLING AND PREPARING

Separate purchase
Optional extras can be changed or modified for quality improvement without any notification.
Contact your dealer for buying these items.
This device only works with compatible LG LED LCD TV or LCD TV.

Magic motion
Remote Control Dongle

M-Rmote Dongle
(Use with the Magic
Motion Remote Control)

Magic Motion Remote Control,
Batteries (AA)

Model

32LW5500

42/47/55LW5500

VESA (A x B)

200 x 100

400 x 400

Standard screw

M4

M6

Number of screws

4

4

Wall mount bracket

LSW100B(G)

LSW400B(G)

WIRELESS
CONTROL

Wireless LAN for Broadband
/DLNA Adaptor
(AN-WF100)

HDMI OUT

Wireless Intelligent Media Box

CAUTION
Do not use any pirated items to ensure the safety and product life span.
Any damages or injuries by using pirated items are not covered by the warranty.

ASSEMBLING AND PREPARING

Parts and buttons
Image shown may differ from your TV.

NOTE

TV can be placed in standby mode in order to reduce the power consumption. And TV should beswitched off using
the power switch on the TV if it will not be watched for some time, as this willreduce energy consumption.
The energy consumed during use can be significantly reduced if the level of brightness of the picture is reduced,
and this will reduce the overall running cost.

CAUTION

Do not step on the glass stand or subject it to any impact. It may break, causing possible injury from fragments of
glass, or the TV may fall.
Do not drag the TV. The floor or the product may be damaged.
Screen

Remote control

FRONT PANEL

intelligent sensor
(Adjusts the image quality and brightness based on the surrounding environment.)
Power indicator
( You can set the Power indicator to
on or off by selecting OPTION in
the Home menu - SETUP. )

Speakers

Touch buttons
(All of the buttons are touch sensitive
and can be operated through simple
touch with your finger.)
Touch button2

Description
Turns the power on or off

INPUT

Changes the input source

HOME

Accesses the Home menu, or saves your input and exits the menus.

OK

Selects the highlighted menu option or confirms an input
Adjusts the volume level

P

Scrolls through the saved programmes

HDD IN
USB IN 1

USB Apps
USB IN2

BACK PANEL

IN 4

DVI

1
WIRELESS

IN 3

DVI

CONTROL

AV IN 1

IN 1(ARC)

DVI

L/MONO AUDIO R

IN 2

DVI

VIDEO

RS-232C IN (CONTROL&SERVICE)

AV IN 2

LAN

AUDIO IN
RGB IN (PC) (RGB/DVI)

OPTICAL DIGITAL
AUDIO OUT

ANTENNA
IN

CABLE
IN

AUDIO / VIDEO

COMPONENT IN 2
AUDIO / Y PB PR

H/P

Rear Connection panel
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Setting up the TV
If you are not mounting the TV to a wall, use the
following instructions to attach the stand.

Attaching the stand
1 Lay the TV with the screen side down on a flat
surface.

DESKTOP PEDESTAL
INSTALLATION
Image shown may differ from your TV
For adequate ventilation allow a clearance of
10cm all around the TV.

1 Lift and tilt the TV into its upright position on a

CAUTION
Lay a foam mat or soft protective cloth
on the surface to protect the screen from
damage. Make sure not objects press
against the screen.

table.

2 Assemble the parts of the Stand Body with the
Stand Base of the TV.
M4 x 12

Stand Body
Stand Base

2 Connect the power cord to a wall outlet.
3 Secure the TV and the stand with screws.

CAUTION
Do not place the TV near or on sources
of heat, as this may result in fire or other
damage.

4 Secure the TV and the stand with screws.

M4 x 12

CAUTION
Tighten the screws firmly to prevent
the TV from tilting forward. Do not over
tighten.

ASSEMBLING AND PREPARING

WALL MOUNT:HORIZONTAL
INSTALLATION
We recommend the use of a LG Brand wall
mounting bracket when mounting the TV to
a wall
We recommend that you purchase a wall mounting bracket which supports VESA standard.
LG recommends that wall mounting be performed by a qualified professional installer.

SWIVEL STAND
Image shown may differ from your TV
After installing the TV,you can adjust the TV set
manually to the left or right direction by 20 degrees to suit your viewing position.
20

20

NOTE
Should install wall mount on a soild wall perpendicular to the floor.
Should use a special wall mount,if you want
to install it to ceiling or slanted wall.
The surface that wall mount is to be mounted
on should be of sufficient strength to support
the weight of TV set ;e.g:concrete,natural rock brick and hollow block.
Installing screw type and length depends on
the wall mount used.Further information,refer
to the instructions included with the mount.
LG is not liable for any accidents or damage
to property or TV due to incorrect installation:
—Where a non-compliant VESA wall mount
is used.
—Inorrect fastening of screws to surface which
may cause TV to fall and cause personal injury.
—Not following the recommended Installation
method.
Image shown may differ from your TV.

Securing the TV to a table
 Image shown may differ from your TV.
（ Only 32LW5500)
Fix the TV to a table to prevent from tilting forward,
damage, and potential injury.
Mount the TV on a table, and then insert and
tighten the supplied screw on the rear of the stand.

WARNING
To prevent
TV from falling over, the TV

should be securely attached to the floor/
wall per installation instructions. Tipping,
shaking, or rocking the TV may cause
injury.

Tidying cables
1 Image shown may differ from your TV.

After connecting the cables as necessary,install
Cable Holder as shown and bundle the cables.

CAREFUL INSTALLATION
ADVICE

KENSINGTON SECURITY
SYSTEM

This feature is not available for all models.
Image shown may differ from your TV.

This feature is not available for all models.
Image shown may differ from your TV.

You should purchase necessary components to fix
the TV safety and secure to the wall on the market.
Position the TV close to the wall to avoid the possibility of it falling when pushed.
The instructions shown below are a safer way to set
up the TV, by fixing it to the wall, avoiding the possibility of it falling forwards if pulled.
This will prevent the TV from falling forward and causing injury. This will also prevent the TV from damage. Ensure that children do not climb or hang from
the TV.

The TV is equipped with a Kensington Security System connector on the back panel. Connect the Kensington Security System cable as shown below.
For the detailed installation and use of the Kensington
Security System, refer to the user’s guide provided with the Kensington Security System.
For further information, contact http://www.kensington
.com, the internet homepage of the Kensington company. Kensington sells security systems for expensive
electronic equipment such as notebook PCs and LCD
projectors.

CAUTION

1、Use the eye-bolts or TV brackets/bolts to fix the
product to the wall as shown in the picture.
(If your TV has bolts in the eyebolts, loosen then
bolts.)
* Insert the eye-bolts or TV brackets/bolts and
tighten them securely in the upper holes.
2、Secure the wall brackets with the bolts on the
wall. Match the height of the bracket that is
mounted on the wall.

3、Use a sturdy rope to tie the product for alignment. It is safer to tie the rope so it becomes
horizontal between the wall and the product.
CAUTION

When moving the TV undo the cords first.
Use a platform or cabinet strong and large enough to support the size and weight of the TV.
To use the TV safely make sure that the height
of the bracket on the wall and on the TV is the
same.

The Kensington Security System is an optional accessory.
If the TV feels cold to the touch, there may be a
small “flicker” when it is turned on.
This is normal, there is nothing wrong with TV.
Some minute dot defects may be visible on the screen, appearing as tiny red, green, or blue spots.
However, they have no adverse effect on the monitor's performance.
Avoid touching the LCD screen or holding your finger(s) against it for long periods of time.
Doing so may produce some temporary distortion
effects on the screen.

REMOTE CONTROL

REMOTE CONTROL

Image shown may differ from your TV.

The descriptions in this manual are based on the buttons of the remote control.
Please read this manual carefully and use the TV correctly.
To replace batteries, open the battery cover, replace batteries (1.5 V AAA)
matching and ends to the label inside the compartment, and close the
battery cover. Be sure to point the remote control at the remote control sensor on
the TV.
To remove the batteries, perform the installation actions in reverse.

CAUTION
Do not mix old and new batteries, as this may damage the remote control.
Make sure to point the remote control at the remote control sensor on the TV.


(POWER)

Turns the TV on or off.

ENERGY SAVING

Adjusts the brightness of the screen to reduce energy consumption.

AV MODE

Selects an AV mode.

INPUT

Changes the input source; Turns the TV on.

TV/RAD

Selects Radio, TV and DTV programme.

Alphanumeric buttons

Enters letters and numbers.

4 GHI 5 JKL 6 MNO

LIST

Accesses the saved programme list.

7PQRS 8 TUV 9 WXYZ

Q.VIEW

Returns to the previously viewed programme.

ENERGY

AV MODE

INPUT
TV/
RAD

SAVING

1

2 ABC 3 DEF

LIST

0

Adjusts the volume level.

Q.VIEW

MARK

MARK

FAV
CHAR/NUM

3D

P

DELETE

MUTE
SMART TV

3D OPTION

Premium Home

Q.MENU

OK

P
A
G
E

Selects a menu or option.

FAV

Accesses your favourite programme list.

CHAR/NUM

Switches between Letter and Number input modes.

3D (Only 3D models)

Uses for viewing 3D video.

DELETE

Deletes letters and numbers.

MUTE

Mutes all sounds.

P

Scrolls through the saved programmess.

PAGE

Moves to the previous or next screen.

BACK GUIDE EXIT

REC
LIVETV

INFO

RATIO

PREMIUM

Accesses the Premium menus.

HOME

Accesses the Home menu.

Q.MENU

Accesses the quick menus.

3D OPTION

Used for viewing 3D video.

Navigation buttons

Scrolls through menus or options.

(up/down/left/right)

OK

Selects menus or options and confirms your input.

BACK

Returns to the previous level.

GUIDE

Shows programme guide.

EXIT

Clears all on-screen displays and return to TV viewing.

Coloured buttons

These buttons are used for teletext (on TELETEXT models only),
Programme edit.

SUBTITLE

Recalls your preferred subtitle in digital mode.

INFO

Views the information of the currently programme and the screen.

Control buttons
ΰ
α

Controls the Time Machine or MY MEDIA menus or the SIMPLINK
compatible devices (USB,SIMPLINK or Time Machine).

LIVE TV

Return to the LIVE TV.

REC

Uses to adjust Timeshift Mode.

RATIO

Resizes an image

REMOTE CONTROL

Magic Motion Remote Control Functions
Image shown may differ from your TV.
This item is not included for all models.
The descriptions in this manual are based on the buttons of the remote control.
Please read this manual carefully and use the TV correctly.
When the message "Magic motion remote control battery is low. Change the battery." is displayed, replace
the battery.
To replace batteries, open the battery cover, replace
batteries (1.5 V AA) matching and ends to the
label inside the compartment, and close the battery
cover. Be sure to point the remote control to the remote
control sensor on the TV.
To remove the batteries, perform the installation actions
in reverse.

CAUTION
Magic Motion Remote Control need to seprate purchase by yourself, and use it with the M-Rmote Dongle.
Do not mix old and new batteries, as this may damage the remote control
Make sure to point the remote control to the remote control sensor on the TV.

Pointer Receiver
Blinks the light when operating.

(POWER)
Turns the TV on or off.
HOME

Navigation buttons (up/down/
left/right)
Scrolls through menus or options.

OK

HOME
Accesses the Home menu.
OK
Press this button to display the
pointer when it disappears from the
screen. You can control the TV by
selecting Quick Menu on the screen.

Adjusts the volume level.
MUTE
Mutes all sounds.

MUTE

Scrolls through the saved programmes.

REMOTE CONTROL

Registrating Magic Motion Remote Control

Precautions to Take when Using
the Magic Motion Remote Control

The Magic Motion Remote Control operates by
pairing with your TV.
Register the Magic Motion Remote Control after
purchasing the TV.


Use the remote control within the maximum
communication distance (10 m). Using the
remote control beyond this distance, or with
an object obstructing it, may cause a communication failure.

A communication failure may occur due to
nearby devices. Electrical devices such as
a microwave oven or wireless LAN product
may cause interference, as this will use the
same bandwidth (2.4 GHz) as the Magic Motion Remote Control.

The Magic Motion Remote Control may be
damaged or may malfunction if it is dropped
or receives a heavy impact.

When playing a game using the Magic
Motion Remote Control, hold it securely by
wrapping its strap around your wrist and
adjusting the length with the adjustable ring.

Take care not to bump into nearby furniture
or other people when using the Magic Motion
Remote Control.

Manufacturer and installer cannot provide
service related to human safety as the applicable wireless device has possibility of
electric wave interference.

How to register the Magic Motion Remote
Control
To register the Remote Control, press the OK button
on the Remote Control while aiming it at your TV.
How to Re-register the Magic Motion Remote
Control after Registration Failure
Reset the remote control by pressing and holding
both the OK and MUTE buttons for 5 seconds.
(Once the reset is complete, the light on the Pointer RF Receiver blinks.) Then repeat the above
procedure to register the remote control.

How to use Magic Motion Remote Control
1 Press OK button if there is no pointer on your
TV screen. The pointer will then appear on the
screen.
If the pointer has not been used for a certain
period of time, it will disappear.

2 You can move the pointer by aiming the Pointer
Receiver of the remote control at your TV then
move it left, right, up or down.
If the pointer does not work properly after clicking the OK button, leave the remote control for
10 seconds then use it again.

WATCHING TV

WATCHING TV
Connecting to an antenna
Connect an antenna to watch TV referring to the
following.
To prevent damage do not connect to the mains
outlet until all connections are made between the
devices.

Connecting an antenna
Connect the TV to a wall antenna socket with a
RF cable (75 ).

NOTE
Use a signal splitter to use more than 2
TVs.
If the image quality is poor, install a signal
amplifier properly to improve the image
quality.
If the image quality is poor with an
antenna connected, aim the antenna to
the proper direction.
An antenna cable and converter are not
supplied.

Turning the TV on for the
first time
When you turn the TV on for the first time, the
Initial setting screen appears. Select a language
and customize the basic settings.

1 Connect the power cord to a power outlet.
2 In Standby mode, press POWER to turn the TV
on.

The Initial setting screen appears if you turn
the TV on for the first time.

NOTE
You can also access Factory Reset by
accessing OPTION in the Home menuSETUP.

3 Follow the on-screen instructions to customize

your TV settings according to your preferences.

Country（city）

Selects a country to display.

Mode Setting

Selects Home Use for the
home environment.

Power Indicator
Auto Tuning

Sets the power indicator.
(When you select Home Use
from Mode Setting)
Scans and saves available
programmes automatically.

NOTE
For those countries without confirmed DTV broadcasting standards, some DTV features might not work, depending on the DTV broadcasting environment.
To display images in the best quality for your home environment, select Home Use.
Store Demo is suitable for the retail environment.
If you select Store Demo , the previously customized settings will switch to the default settings
of Store Demo in 5 minutes.

4 When the basic settings are complete,
press OK.

NOTE
If you do not complete the Initial setting, it will appear whenever the TV turns on.Disconnect the power cord from the power outlet when you do not use the TV for a long period of time.

Watching TV
1 In Standby mode, press POWER to turn the TV on.
2 Press INPUT and select Antenna.
3 To turn the TV off, press POWER.
The TV switches to Standby mode.

ENTERTAINMENT

ENTERTAINMENT
Connecting the TV to a network

CAUTION

Connecting the wired network
Connect the TV and a local area network (LAN)
via the LAN port as shown on the following illustration and set up the network settings.
If wired and wireless networks are both available,
wired is the preferred method.
After making a physical connection, a small
number of home networks may require the TV
network settings to be adjusted.
For detail information, contact your internet provider or router manual.


Do not connect a modular phone cable to the
LAN port.

Since there are various connection methods, please follow the specifications of your
telecommunication carrier or internet service
provider.

After connecting the LAN port, use the Premium or TV Apps menu. For more information about Premium or TV App setup and
troubleshooting, visit http://lgknowledgebase.
com.

To set up the network settings,

1 Press HOME to access the Home menu.
2 Press the Navigation buttons to scroll to
SETUP and press OK.
H/P

3 Press the Navigation buttons to scroll to NETWORK and press OK.

4 Press the Navigation buttons to select Network Setting and press OK.

5 If wired and wireless are simultaneously connected, press the Navigation buttons to select
Wired and press OK.

6 If you already set Network Setting, select
Resetting. The new connection settings resets
the current network settings.

7 Select IP Auto Setting or IP Manual Setting.
- If selecting IP Manual Setting, press the
Navigation and Number buttons. IP addresses will need to be input manually.
- IP Auto Setting: Selects if there is a DHCP
server on the local area network (LAN) via
wired connection, the TV will automatically
be allocated an IP address. If you’re using a
broadband router or broadband modem that
has a DHCP (Dynamic Host Configuration
Protocol) server function. The IP address will
automatically be determined.
- IP Manual Setting: Selects if there is no
DHCP server on the network and you want to
set the IP address manually.

8 When you are finished, press EXIT.

MAKING CONNECTIONS

MAKING CONNECTIONS
Connect various external devices to the TV and switch input modes to select an external device. For more
information of external device’s connection, refer to the manual provided with each device.
Available external devices are: HD receivers, DVD players, VCRs, audio systems, USB storage devices,
PC, camcorders or cameras, gaming devices, and other external devices.

NOTE
*If you record a TV programme on a DVD recorder or VCR, make sure to connect the TV
signal input cable to the TV through a DVD recorder or VCR. For more information of
recording, refer to the manual provided with the connected device.
* The external device connection may differ from the model.

* Connect external devices to the TV regardless of the order of the TV port.

* The TV can receive video and audio signals simultaneously when using an HDMI cable.

* If the DVD does not support Auto HDMI, you must set the output resolution appropriately.
* Check that your HDMI cable is High Speed HDMI Cable. If the HDMI cablesare not High Speed
HDMI Cable flickering or no screen display can result. , Please use the High Speed HDMI Cable.
* If cables are installed incorrectly, it could case the image to display in black and white or with distorted colour. Check to ensure the cable are matched with the corresponding colour connection.
* If you have a mono VCR, connect the audio cable from the VCR to the AUDIO L/MONO jack of
the TV.
* It is recommended to use the TV set with the HDMI connection for the best image quality.
* If you use an external audio device instead of the built-in speaker, set the TV speaker feature to
off
* Do not look into the optical output port. Looking at the laser beam may damage your vision.

* AUDIO menu items are disabled when connecting a headphone.
* When changing AV MODE with a headphone connected, the change is applied to video but not to audio.
* Optical Digital Audio Out is not available when connecting a headphone.
* Headphone impedance: 16
* Max audio output of headphone: 10 mW to 15 mW
* Headphone jack size: 0.32 cm
* There may be interference relating to resolution, vertical pattern, contrast or brightness in PC mode.
Change the PC mode to another resolution or change the refresh rate to another rate or adjust the
brightness and contrast on the menu until the picture is clear. If the refresh rate of the PC graphic card
can not be changed, change the PC graphic card or consult the manufacturer of the PC graphic card.
* The synchronization input waveform for Horizontal and Vertical frequencies are separate.
We recommend using 1920x1080, 60 Hz for the PC mode, this should provide the best picture quality.
*
* Connect the audio cable from the PC to the Audio input on the TV. (Audio cables are not included with
the TV).
* Connect the audio cable from the PC to the Audio input on the TV. (Audio cables are not included with
the TV).
* If using a sound card, adjust PC sound as required.
* If the graphic card on the PC does not output analogue and digital RGB simultaneously, connect only
one of either RGB or HDMI IN (or HDMI/DVI IN) to display the PC output on the TV.
* If the graphic card on the PC does output analogue and digital RGB simultaneously, set the TV to
either RGB or HDMI; (the other mode is set to Plug and Play automatically by the TV.)
* DOS mode may not work depending on the ideo card if you use an HDMI to DVI cable
* If you use too long an RGB-PC cable, there may beinterference on the screen. We recommend using
under 5m of cable. This provides the best picture quality.

MAKING CONNECTIONS

External Equipment Setup
To avoid damaging any equipment, never plug in any power cord until you have finished
connecting all equipment.
Image shown may differ from your TV.

..................................................
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VCR Connection

1

AV IN 1

R
W

G :Green

L/MONO AUDIO R

W

Y

Antenna Connection

VIDEO

Y

B :Blue
W :White

R

R :Red

Camcorder

Y :Yellow

USB Apps
USB IN2

L-AUDIO-R

Wall Jack

DVI
DVI
AV IN 1

DVI

VIDEO
L/MONO AUDIO R

RS-232C IN (CONTROL&SERVICE)

DVI

1

IN 3

WIRELESS
CONTROL

Cable singnals
Connection

IN 2

1

IN 1(ARC)

Video Game Set

IN 4

HDD IN
USB IN 1

VIDEO

AV IN 2

LAN

RGB IN (PC) AUDIO IN

(RGB/DVI)

OPTICAL DIGITAL
AUDIO OUT

ANTENNA
IN

CABLE
IN

AUDIO / VIDEO

COMPONENT IN 2

H/P

AUDIO / Y PB PR

1

G

AV IN 2

CABLE
IN

AV IN 2

AUDIO / VIDEO

COMPONENT IN 2

CABLE
IN

H/P

AUDIO / Y PB PR

AUDIO / VIDEO

COMPONENT IN 2

H/P

AUDIO / Y PB PR
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G

B
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Y
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W
Y

R

R

W

R
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G

Y

W

R

W

R

B

G
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Y
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R

Camcorder

L-AUDIO-R

DVD/STB

VIDEO

R

W

R

B

L-AUDIO-R

L/

G
Video Game Set

R-AUDIO-L

PR
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Y
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VCR Connection

TROUBLESHOOTING

TROUBLESHOOTING
General
Problem
Cannot control the TV with the
remote control.

No image display and no sound is
produced.

Resolution
*Check the remote control sensor on the product and try again.
*Check if there is any obstacle between the product and the remote control.
to ).

* Check if the batteries are still working and properly installed ( to ,
* Check if the appropriate input mode such as TV or VCR is set for using the
remote control.
* Check if the product is turned on.
* Check if the power cord is connected to a wall outlet.
* Check if there is a problem in the wall outlet by connecting other products.

Image appears slowly when the TV
turns on.

* The image is muted during the product startup process. This is normal. If the
image does not appear in a few minutes, unplug the TV for 30 seconds and try
again. If the image still does not appear, contact the authorized service center
in your local area.

Cannot connect external devices.

* Refer to the “ Making Connections ” and connect an external device.

The TV turns off suddenly.

* Check the power control settings. The power supply may be interrupted.
* Check if the Auto sleep feature is activated in the Time settings.
* If there is no signal while the TV is on, the TV will turn off automatically after 15
minutes of inactivity.

Audio
Problem

Resolution

No sound is produced while images * Press + or- button.
are displaying.
* Check if the sound is muted by pressing MUTE
.
* Scroll to other channels. There may a problem with the broadcast.
* Check if the audio cables are connected properly.
One of the speakers produce
noises or does not produce sound.


* A change in ambient humidity or temperature may result in an unusual noise
when the product turns on or off.

* There is no problem with your product.

Video
Problem

Resolution

An image displays in black and
white or the colour quality is poor.

* Adjust the colour setting in the Picture menu
* Keep a sufficient distance between this product and other electronic products.
* Scroll to other channels. There may a problem with the broadcast.

Horizontal or vertical bars appears
or images blur


* Check if there are local interferences such as an electrical appliance or power
tool.

Lines or streaks appear on images


* Check the antenna or aim the antenna to the proper direction.

Afterimages (ghosts) appear when
the product turns off


* Pixels may have been damaged from a fixed image displayed for a long time
(image burn). Use a screen saver to prevent the pixel damage on the screen.

The power is on but the screen appears extremely dark.

* Adjust the brightness and contrast in the Picture menu


“No Signal” appears on the screen.


* Check if the signal cable is connected between the TV and products properly.

* Check the selected input source by pressing INPUT.

Black spots appear on the screen.


* Several pixels in red, green, white, or black may appear on the screen that can
attribute to the characteristics of the LCD panel.
This is normal.

The display offset is wrong.

.

* Adjust the position setting in the Picture menu

* Check if the video card resolution and frequency are supported by the product.
If the frequency is out of range, set to the recommended resolution using the
display settings on the external device.

Thin lines appear in the background
of the screen.


* heck the video cable connections.

Horizontal noises appear or characters blur.


* Adjust the Phase setting in the Picture menu.
Refer to the “SCREEN”
.

The reception on some channels
is poor


* Scroll to other channels. There may a problem with the broadcast.

* The station signal may be weak. Aim the antenna to the proper direction.

* Check if there are local interferences such as an electrical appliance or power
tool.

An extended Owner ’s Manual that contains
information on the advanced features of these LG
TV sets is located on the CD- ROM provided in an
electronic version.
To read these ﬁles, you will need to use a Personal
Computer (PC) equipped with a CD- ROM drive.
Record the model number and serial number of
the TV.
Refer to the label on the back cover and quote
this information to your dealer when requiring any
service.
Model :
Serial No. :

